
Project Description

This was a complete interior home remodel with a new font door, kitchen, living room, and three updated 
bathrooms. The client wanted to modernize the existing space, enlarge the bathrooms, and redesign the 
kitchen to have a more open concept feel. The solution was to push two of the bathroom walls out, 
enlarging both to create a more desired space. By rearranging the kitchen, this created a more favorable 
flow for entertaining and a living room that is comfortable for socializing. Every room was updated to the 
clients style throughout the whole house making it feel more like home. 
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Existing



Proposed



Before: 
The client did not need a double door, and did not like how dark the door was. This entrance needed to feel more 
welcoming. 



After: 
The new single door completely freshens up the entryway. The white door helps the brick pop and the door style gives an 
inviting peek into the new feel of the home.



Before: 
The original kitchen lacked character and style. Old fluorescent lights and undersized window made the kitchen feel dark 
and claustrophobic. Dark cabinetry and tile countertops also enhanced the oppressive feel. 



After: 
New white shaker cabinets, quartz countertops and white subway tile completely brighten up this space and complement 
the client’s modern farmhouse style. Adding recessed lighting and enlarging the window brings plenty of light to the room 
giving it a fresh feel. Clear pendant lights help play a role in keeping with a fun, light farmhouse look. 



Before: 
The client felt there was a lack of flow in this layout restricting accessibility to some cabinets. Although it seemed open, 
appliances were too far away for ease of cooking.  



After: 
Removing the peninsula creates a large walkway and increased accessibility. The new appliances were strategically 
placed, enabling the client to really enjoy cooking and entertaining in her kitchen. Adding a pot filler allows the client to 
have more convenience while cooking.



Before: 
While this kitchen appeared to have plenty of storage, in reality, there was only room for food in the shallow pantry. 
Additionally, the cabinets were poorly laid out hardly allowing for the client to put away cooking and eating utensils. 



After: 
By installing updated and fully functional cabinets with a large island, there is no longer dead space. This doubles the 
amount storage while giving the client more room to prepare and entertain. 



Before: 
This room was dark and cluttered. The fireplace needed to be updated and resized as the mantle was off center and 
heavy.



After: 
With a new coat of paint and new floors this room now feels much larger and open. Some of the existing furniture was  
re-incorporated and the new fireplace has a larger hearth and bold tile creating a beautiful focal point to this room.   



Before: 
This guest bath with travertine tile was outdated. Little light made the room feel cold and dark while the thick shower 
door frame was heavy and distracting. 



After: 
With simple updates, the white tile and vanity give this bathroom new life. The new guest bath is now much brighter with 
a larger window helps create a lighter room that feels substantially larger. .



Before: 
This hall bath was small and the tub was no longer needed. It was not the clients style and a double vanity was a must 
have for family and guests. 



After: 
By absorbing some of the unnecessary space from the entry and replacing the tub with a walk-in shower, a larger hall 
bath was created. White subway tile in the shower contrast with a stained, spacious double vanity that helps make the 
space feel warm and complements the design of the whole house. 



Before: 
This master bathroom felt old, outdated, and was too small. The tiny corner shower was not adequate for this master 
ensuite.



After:  
The master bath entry door was converted to a pocket door allowing for more room in the ensuite. By moving the wall 
into the guest bath, the client was able to have a larger shower befitting for a master suite. This decorative modern 
moroccan accent tile adds an eclectic touch to the room. 



PRODUCTS USED

Meta Award winners may receive coverage in local as well as national publications as a result of the Association’s alliance with selected media sources.  In 
order to get coverage, we need to be able to provide these companies with information about the products you used in the project.  In addition, this 

information will be used to recruit new partner members. Please complete the following form listing the products you used in the project.  Include as many 
products as possible.  

Product Manufacturer Reason it was chosen

Hardwood Floor Monarch Design 

Faucets Delta Design 

Fridge Cafe Design / Performance 

Microwave Sharp Design / Performance 

Pendant Light Lander Design 

Divine Quartz Countertop Bay Stone Design 

Windows Milgard Design / Performance 


